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Abstract: Drift deposition of emerging and carcinogenic contaminant dicamba (3,6-dichloro-2-
methoxy benzoic acid) has become a major health and environmental concern. Effective removal of
dicamba in aqueous medium becomes imperative. This study investigates the adsorption of a promis-
ing adsorbent, MIL-101(Cr) metal-organic framework (MOF), for the removal of dicamba in aqueous
solution. The adsorbent was hydrothermally synthesized and characterized using N2 adsorption-
desorption isotherms, Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET), powdered X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier
Transformed Infrared (FTIR) and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). Adsorption
models such as kinetics, isotherms and thermodynamics were studied to understand details of the
adsorption process. The significance and optimization of the data matrix, as well as the multivariate
interaction of the adsorption parameters, were determined using response surface methodology
(RSM). RSM and artificial neural network (ANN) were used to predict the adsorption capacity. In
each of the experimental adsorption conditions used, the ANN gave a better prediction with minimal
error than the RSM model. The MIL-101(Cr) adsorbent was recycled six times to determine the
possibility of reuse. The results show that MIL-101(Cr) is a very promising adsorbent, in particular
due to the high surface area (1439 m2 g−1), rapid equilibration (~25 min), high adsorption capacity
(237.384 mg g−1) and high removal efficiency of 99.432%.

Keywords: adsorption; dicamba; artificial neural network model; response surface methodology;
metal-organic framework

1. Introduction

Anthropogenic activities such as crop cultivation, industrial processes and sewage
discharge result in the contamination of surface and ground water resources [1]. Herbicides
such as dicamba (3,6-dichloro-2-methoxy benzoic acid) are widely used to selectively kill
broad leave weeds that affect crop areas, gardens and road sides [2]. When applied in
excess, their residue remains in the environment and can be transported from point source
to nonpoint sources through leaching, run-off, subsurface drainage and spray drift [3].
Drift deposition of dicamba to non-intended areas has become a major environmental
concern, as it directly affects vulnerable crops even at low concentrations [4]. In the United
States of America (USA), an estimate of 1.5 million hectares of non-target soybeans were
destroyed by dicamba herbicides in 2017 due to uncontrolled drift and extend to 2018. The
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US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) implemented restrictio on the application
of dicamba in 2018. In 2019 the USEPA canceled the registration of dicamba herbicide that
restrict farmers to buy and use the products legally (USEPA, 2020).

The US and European Community Environmental Protection Agencies have listed
dicamba as a priority pollutant with possible carcinogenic and mutagenic effects [5].
Dicamba is easily bioaccumulated and biomagnified in the tissues of plants and aquatic
animals, which poses a serious health risk to humans and the environment at large [6].
Despite the environmental and health consequences of dicamba, many countries still adopt
it as an alternative to pest control. Hence, the removal of this toxic contaminant from water
becomes imperative.

Over the years, several physical and chemical treatment techniques such as advanced
oxidation process, adsorption, bioremediation, membrane filtration have been applied for
the removal of toxic contaminants in water [7]. One promising method that has been singled
out and applied for the remediation of recalcitrant contaminants in water is adsorption,
due to its low cost, simple operations, high selectivity, environmental benignity, convenient
recycling and availability of alternative materials [8,9]. Adsorbents such as mesoporous
silica [10], polymer [11] and clay material [12] have also been tested for the removal of
dicamba in aqueous medium. Yet, the ideal adsorbent for real world application with high
surface area, large pore volume, good water and thermal stability, fast equilibration time
and easy regeneration remains elusive [13].

Recently, porous materials such as metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have received
considerable attention from researchers for application in water treatment, catalysis, gas
sensing, biomedical imaging and drug delivery [14,15]. MOFs are a new class of advanced
and porous materials that consist of a cluster of transition metal ion and organic linkers. The
high surface area, porous nature, multifunctionality, tunable pore size make MOFs a unique
material of interest in wastewater remediation [16,17]. Among the several MOFs reported,
the MIL-101(Cr) is an exceptionally promising material that has been applied for the re-
moval of contaminants such as pharmaceuticals, dyes and heavy metals in wastewaters [18].
The MIL-101(Cr) is formed from a combination of chromium (III) oxide octahedral trimers
and dicarboxylate linker, resulting in a high class of hybrid supertetrahedron azeotypic
mesoporous material [19].

The majority of adsorption studies only vary one parameter at a time; however, it has
been recognized that several parameters often act simultaneously on the adsorption pro-
cess. This conventional ‘one-parameter-at-a-time’ optimization approach is not only time
consuming, costly for industrial applications, but the shared interactions and impacts of
other parameters working together are not considered. In this study, we introduce a mathe-
matical and intelligent algorithm that works like the structure of the human neurons using
the central composite design response surface methodology and artificial intelligence. This
is done to determine the effects and provide due consideration to the shared interactions of
the adsorption process between dicamba and MIL-101(Cr) MOF. Additionally, the kinetics,
isotherms and thermodynamic processes that affect the adsorption were also studied.

2. Materials and Methods

Chromium nitrate nonahydrate (Cr(NO3)3·9H2O, 99%), 1,4-benzene dicarboxylic acid
(H2BDC, 99%), hydrochloric acid (HCl), HF (98%), acetone (98%), N-dimethyl formamide
(DMF, 99%), ethanol (99.9%), methanol (99%), and sodium hydroxide were purchased from
Avantis Laboratory (Perak, Malaysia) and were used without further purification. Dicamba
was sourced from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).

2.1. Synthesis of MIL-101(Cr) MOF

The adsorbent was synthesized hydrothermally based on a previously reported pro-
cess [20]. Cr(NO3)3·9H2O (8 g) and H2BDC (3.32 g) were put in a 100 mL volumetric flask
containing deionized water. The solution was stirred using a magnetic stirrer and sonicated
for 30 min, respectively, for it to be homogenized. HF (10 mmol) was gradually added
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to the mixture and stirred for 15 min. The solution was then placed in a stainless-steel
Teflon-lined autoclave, sealed, and inserted into a preheated electric oven at 483 K for 8 h.
Next, the autoclave was allowed to cool to room temperature and the product was filtered
and recovered. The as-synthesized product was further purified using deionized water,
DMF and ethanol to remove possible impurities in the pores. The purified product was
finally dried overnight, cooled to room temperature, and stored in a desiccator prior to use.

2.2. Characterization of MIL-101(Cr) Adsorbent

The BET surface area and pore size of the MOF were analyzed by Micrometric ASAP
2020 using the N2 adsorption–desorption isotherm. The crystallinity and structural prop-
erties of the adsorbent were recorded on a Bruker D8 advanced X-ray diffraction (XRD).
Perkin Elmer FTIR Spectrometer was used to ascertain the functional group of the ma-
terial, which was scanned from 400 to 4000 cm−1. The morphology of the MOF was
determined by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) using the Zeiss supra
55 VP instrument.

2.3. Batch Adsorption Studies

Adsorption studies were done by preparing a stock solution of dicamba (1000 mg L−1).
A total of 100 mg of the analyte was dissolved in a volumetric flask of 1000 mL and was
stored at a temperature of 0 ◦C in a refrigerator before use. From the prepared stock, solu-
tions containing different initial concentrations (5–50 mg L−1) were studied by dispersing
20 mg of MIL-101(Cr) adsorbent in 100 mL conical flask. The total volume of 50 mL was
maintained in the experiments. Next, the flask containing different concentrations were
then inserted into a temperature regulated (incubator ES 20/60, Biosan, Riga, Latvia) and
shaken at 150 rpm for 1 h. At an interval of 5 min, the 2 mL sample solution was taken
out and filtered using a 0.45 µm nylon syringe membrane. The absorbance of the analyte
solution was measured in a UV-vis spectrophotometer (Shimadzu Lamda 25, Waltham
MA, USA). The pH in which the adsorption took palace was studied by varying the pH
from 2 to 12, and the effect of temperature was studied from 25 to 50 ◦C. The dosage was
also studied by varying the quantity of adsorbent from 5 to 50 mg. All the adsorption data
were recorded in triplicates from which the average values were calculated. The quantity
of dicamba adsorbed at equilibrium (qe), percentage removal (% R) and quantity adsorbed
at a time interval (qt) were calculated using the following equations:

qe =
(Co − Ce)V

w
(1)

%R =
(Co − Ct)

Co
× 100 (2)

qt =
(Co − Ct)V

w
(3)

where Co is the initial concentration, Ct and Ce are the time and equilibrium dicamba con-
centration (mg g−1), V represents the solution volume (L), and w is the adsorbent weight (g).

2.4. Adsorption Kinetics Studies

Adsorption kinetics is an important model that describes the rate of adsorbate uptake,
adsorption mechanism and the equilibrium time for the adsorption process. It is used to
determine the effectiveness and efficiency of the adsorbent material as well as the mass
transfer, which explains the rate-limiting steps in designing the adsorption system [21].
The kinetics results were fitted using the pseudo-first order, pseudo-second order and
intraparticle diffusion model, as described in the equation below [21,22].

Pseudo-first-order model

qt = qe

(
1 − e−k1t

)
(4)
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Pseudo-second-order model

qt =
K2q2

et
1 + K2qet

(5)

Intraparticle diffusion model

qt = KPt0.5 + C (6)

where qt and qe are the amount of dicamba adsorbed at certain equilibrium and time,
t (mg g−1), K1 (min−1) is the pseudo-first-order rate constant, K2 (g mg−1 min−1) is the
equilibrium rate constant of the pseudo-second-order and the intra-particle diffusion rate
constant is represented as Kp (mg g−1 min−1).

2.5. Adsorption Isotherm Studies

The isotherm model is used to describe the interaction mechanism that exists between
the adsorbate molecules with the adsorbent surface. Three isotherm models (Langmuir,
Freundlich and Temkin isotherms) were used to evaluate the experimental data. The
Langmuir isotherm depicts a monolayer adsorption interaction. The following equation
was used to analyze the model [23].

Ce

qe
=

1
KLqm

+
Ce

qm
(7)

RL =
1

1 + CoKL
(8)

where Ce is the concentration at equilibrium (mg g−1), qe is the quantity of dicamba and
dicamba adsorbed at equilibrium (mg g−1), qm and KL are the constants representing
adsorption capacity and adsorption energy, respectively. RL depicts the favorability of the
adsorption process (RL > 1, unfavorable; 0 < RL< 1, favorable; RL = 1, linear).

The Freundlich model describes a multilayer interaction on multiple adsorption sites.

log
(
qe
)
= log KF +

1
n

log Ce (9)

where KF is the Freundlich constant of adsorption capacity, n is the adsorption intensity
and Ce is the equilibrium concentration of dicamba (mg g−1).

The Temkin model is represented by the following equation:

qe = BlnAT + BlnCe (10)

where B is the heat of adsorption (Jmol) and AT is the Temkin equilibrium binding constant
corresponding with the maximum binding energy (L g−1).

2.6. Thermodynamics Studies

Thermodynamic parameters such as Gibbs free energy change (∆G◦), enthalpy change
(∆H◦) and entropy change (∆S◦) were studied to assess the feasibility of the adsorption
process based on temperature changes. This helps to determine whether the adsorption
process is spontaneous, exothermic, or endothermic. The equations are given [24]:

∆G◦ = −RT In KC (11)

∆G◦ = ∆H◦ − T∆S◦ (12)

where ∆G◦ is the free energy (JK mol−1), T (K) and R (JK mol−1) are the temperature and
universal gas constant for the adsorption, respectively, and Kc is the equilibrium constant.
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2.7. Optimization by Response Surface Methodology (RSM)

The mathematical optimization of the shared interactions between the independent
and dependent process parameters for the adsorption of dicamba onto MIL-101(Cr) was
modeled using the central composite design (CCD) [25]. The data matrix design for the
experimental and predicted values is expressed using a second-order polynomial equation,
as described in Equation (13). The selected independent variables comprise of pH, initial
concentration, temperature, contact time and adsorbent dosage, while dicamba adsorption
capacity was designed as the dependent variable. The accuracy and significance of the
fitted model was ascertained by the analysis of variance (ANOVA) based on the probability
value (p-value) and the Fischer’s test value (F-value) at 95% confidence level. In addition,
the coefficient of determination (R2), R2 adjusted (R2adj) and predicted R2 were used as
diagnostic analyses to test the model performance [26].

y = β0 +
k

∑
i=1

βixi +
k

∑
i=1

k

∑
j≥i

βijxixj + ε (13)

where β0 represents the constant term, βi and βij describe the linear and interactive coeffi-
cient, respectively. xi, xj define the independent variables, k is the number of factors, y is
the predicted response and ε is the noise or error detected in the reply.

2.8. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Model

The ANN model for this study was designed using the multilayer-perceptron feed-
forward-artificial neural network (MLP-FF-ANN) with a back-propagation algorithm and
activation function [27] to determine the dicamba adsorption capacity onto the MOF
adsorbent material. The ANN model mimics the functionality of the biological system of
the brain in disseminating information. The model can be subjected to learning process that
can predict the pattern and correlate the experimental dataset during the training [28]. The
method can be used to ascertain the effect of critical adsorption variables in the behavior of
a given outcome. The designed model consists of multiple neurons that are structured in
layers. The amount of selected hidden neurons were arrived at by trial through a process
of weighted connections during the training process [29]. A total of 60% of the datasets
were used to train the network, 20% for testing the model and 20% were used to validate
the model. The training datasets were used to train the model by modifying the weight of
the network through learning, the testing subset was applied to estimate the generalization
ability of the network, and the network efficiency was determined using the validation
dataset. Using this model, the diagnostic criteria including the root mean square error
(RMSE) and Akaike information criteria (AIC), standard square error (SSE) were considered
as the best fit to judge the performance of the adsorption process by regression analysis.
The following equations were used:

R2 = 1 − ∑(xi − yi)
2

∑ y2
i −

∑ y2
i

n

(14)

R2adj = 1 −
(

1 − R2
)( n − 1

n − p

)
(15)

RMSE =

√
1
n ∑

n
i = 1

(xi − yi)
2 (16)

AIC = nln
(

SSE
n

)
+ 2np +

2np
(
np + 1

)
n
(
np + 1

) (17)

where xi is the data observation that was expressed experimentally, yi represents the data
predicted, n and p are the number of observations and parameters.
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2.9. Regeneration and Reuse of the Adsorbent

The potential of recycling the MOF material after use is an important index to deter-
mine the quality of the adsorbent. After the adsorption experiments, the adsorbent was
decanted, washed and filtered with water and acetone severally. The material was then
dried in a vacuum at 80 ◦C for 4 h and reused as adsorbent for the removal of dicamba in
water. This was repeated for six cycles.

3. Results
3.1. Characterization of the MOF

The BET surface area of the MOF is 1439 m2 g−1, as highlighted in Table 1 and
Figure 1a, which is typical of highly porous materials. The diffraction pattern of the MIL-
101(Cr) (Figure 1b) adsorbent indicates peaks that are in agreement with those reported in
previous studies [30,31], confirming a well-formed crystallite structure of the MOF. The
functional groups of the MOF are presented in the FTIR spectra in Figure 1c. The band
at 567 cm−1 can be ascribed to the Cr–O bond that represents the formation of a well-
structured material, and the peaks of 746 and 1287 cm−1 were attributed to the stretching
of C–H [32]. The sharp peak of 1384 cm−1 denotes a symmetric vibration that shows the
presence of the dicarboxylate group in the MOF [33]. The peak at 1581 cm−1 is attributed
to C=C stretching vibration [34] and the strong-broad band around 3433 cm−1 shows the
presence of the O–H group in the material [35]. The FESEM image of the MIL-101(Cr)
(Figure 1d) is similar to that of a previous study [32].

Table 1. Surface properties of MIL-101(Cr) metal-organic framework (MOF).

Properties MIL-101(Cr)

BET surface area (m2 g−1) 1439
Langmuir surface area (m2 g−1) 2124
Micropore surface area (m2 g−1) 182

Pore size (nm) 0.773
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3.2. Adsorption Kinetics Models

The rate of adsorption uptake and equilibration time were used to determine the
adsorption kinetics. Hence, the efficiency of the dicamba removal was ascertained at
different initial concentrations (5 to 50 mg L−1), varied time from 5 to 60 min, optimum
pH condition (pH 4), dosage (20 mg) and temperature (40 ◦C). The result is shown in
Figure 2. Rapid removal efficiency was recorded within the first 5 to 10 min of contact
time, and the adsorption reached equilibrium in ~25 min with high adsorption capacity
of 237.384 mg g−1 due to favorable interaction, large pores, as well as active and vacant
adsorption sites of MIL-101 (Cr). This coincides with the high surface area of the MOF
(1439 m2 g−1). The contact time was extended until 60 min to ensure the maximum interac-
tion of the molecule with the MOF after equilibrium was attained. The optimum condition
of the kinetics studies with the highest adsorption capacity was attained with concentration
of 50 mg L−1, pH 4, dosage 20 mg, contact time ~25 min and temperature 40 ◦C.
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Figure 2. Effect of contact time on dicamba adsorption. Dosage: 20 mg; concentration, 5–50 mg L−1; temp, 40 ◦C; equilibrium
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The values obtained for the different kinetic models are displayed in Table 2. The
results show that the Pseudo-second order kinetics model best fit the experimental data with
the highest coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.999), R2adj = 0.997, lowest RMSE = 0.003
and the least AIC value of –133.8. The qe values calculated for the pseudo-second order
is in good agreement with the experimental findings. Hence, the Pseudo-second order
model is represented in Figure S1a. The intraparticle diffusion mechanism was also used
to describe the kinetics behaviors of the adsorption process based on the interaction and
movement of the molecules inside the particles of the MOF adsorbent. The model describes
a multiple linear relationship that follows a multistep mechanism. The multistage process
is described in Figure S1b that represents an external diffusion of herbicides to the surface
of the adsorbent from the bulk phase, and the transport of the molecules from the surface
inside the pore of the MOF.
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Table 2. Adsorption kinetics parameters for the removal of dicamba.

Pseudo-First Order (mg L−1) qe, exp (mg g−1) qe, cal (mg g−1) K1 (min)−1 R2 R2adj RMSE AIC

5 24.860 10.432 0.152 0.08 0.744 0.753 −1.393
10 49.504 29.224 0.181 0.945 0.927 0.717 −1.395
20 98.011 57.512 0.205 0.803 0.737 0.723 −1.769
30 144.423 79.885 0.223 0.797 0.729 0.795 −0.853
40 190.903 133.499 0.235 0.832 0.776 0.686 −2.321
50 237.384 133.686 0.236 0.729 0.639 0.886 0.232

Pseudo-second order (mg L−1) qe, exp (mg g−1) qe, cal (g mg−1) K2 (g mg−1 min−1) R2 R2adj RMSE AIC

5 24.860 24.875 0.117 0.997 0.995 0.052 −74.97
10 49.504 49.751 0.041 0.998 0.995 0.027 −92.23
20 98.011 98.039 0.027 0.999 0.997 0.003 −110.5
30 144.423 144.927 0.023 0.996 0.995 0.009 −120.6
40 190.903 192.307 0.012 0.995 0.994 0.007 −127.8
50 237.384 238.095 0.016 0.995 0.994 0.005 −133.8

Intraparticle diffusion (mg L−1) Kp (mg−1 g−1 min1/2) C R2 R2adj RMSE AIC

5 2.048 8.736 0.579 0.438 5.232 1.211
10 4.147 16.375 0.616 0.488 7.977 3.211
20 8.099 33.913 0.588 0.45 9.949 4.493
30 11.883 51.503 0.571 0.428 11.961 5.773
40 15.837 65.345 0.59 0.453 14.848 9.951
50 19.363 86.049 0.57 0.458 15.016 11.122

3.3. Dicamba Adsorption Isotherms

The equilibrium data of the adsorption process was validated by the Langmuir, Fre-
undlich and Temkin isotherm models to study the surface properties and interaction
mechanism between the MOF and the adsorbate molecule. From the calculated results in
Table S1 and Figure 3, the Freundlich isotherm model best fits the adsorption process based
on the regression analysis with the highest R2 = 0.998, R2adj (0.997); lowest RMSE (0.023)
and the least AIC (−43.773) values. The Freundlich model shows a more linear curve that
implies an adsorption process with multilayer interaction on heterogeneous surfaces with
binding sites that are not equivalent [36].
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3.4. Effect of Temperature and Thermodynamic Studies

The thermodynamic studies were conducted by varying the temperature from 25 to
50 ◦C to understand the spontaneity of the adsorption process (Figure 4). An increase
in temperature leads to an increase in the adsorption of dicamba. As temperature rises,
the viscosity of the solution decreases, which accelerates the mobility of the adsorbate
molecules that facilitate the adsorption process [36]. The thermodynamic parameters are
described in Table 3. The continuous decrease in the values of the Gibbs free energy (∆G◦)
due to an increase in temperature indicates a spontaneous process in the adsorption of
dicamba. The positive enthalpy change (∆H◦ = 27.920 kJ mol−1) shows that the adsorption
of dicamba unto MIL-101(Cr) is endothermic. Also, the positive values of the standard
entropy change denotes the affinity and increased randomness at the liquid–solid interface
between the MOF and dicamba during the adsorption process [31].
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Figure 4. Effect of temperature on the dicamba adsorption (concentration of dicamba, 20 mg L−1;
equilibration time, 25 min; rpm, 150).

Table 3. Thermodynamic parameters for the adsorption of dicamba onto MIL-101(Cr).

Temp (◦C) ∆G◦ (kJ mol−1) ∆H◦ (kJ mol−1) ∆S◦ (kJ mol−1 K−1)

25 −155.781 27.920 522.850
30 −158.395
35 −161.009
40 −163.624
45 −166.238
50 −168.852

3.5. Optimization of Process Parameters by Response Surface Methodology (RSM)

To study the interaction effect of the independent variables on the dicamba adsorption
capacity (qe mg g−1), the central composite design (CCD) was selected for the experimental
design data matrix for the statistical analysis. Thus, the significance of the data was
ascertained by the analysis of variance (ANOVA) in Table 4, containing the Model F-value
of 103.03 and p-values less than 0.05. The model signifies a minimum chance of 0.01% that
an F-value of this magnitude could exist by noise. The less p-values represent a statistically
significant model that can be used to predict the dicamba adsorption capacity. The second
order polynomial equation was developed using the data based on the coded factors as
shown in Equation (18). The coded levels and experimental input design are shown in
Table S2. The result obtained from the CCD-RSM multiple regression analysis gave a
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significant prediction with an R2 = 0.990, R2adj = 0.979 and R2 predicted = 0.955, which
indicate a positive relationship between the experimental and predicted response values.
Also, an adequate precision (AP) value of 37.738 that represents the ratio of response to
noise, further describes the significance of the model used. Using the RSM model, the
equation is represented as contact time (A), initial concentration (B), adsorbent dosage (C),
pH (D), and temperature (E).

Adsorption capacity of Dicamba (mg g−1) = 9.59 + 0.2910A + 2.58B + 0.0005C − 0.0093D + 0.0144E −
0.0135AB + 0.0991AC +0.0984AD − 0.0576AE + 0.0689BC + 0.0951BD − 0.1031BE − 0.0288CD + 0.0201CE +

0.0372DE − 0.0713A2 − 0.2494B2 + 0.0178C2 + 0.0061D2 + 0.0233E2
(18)

Table 4. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for dicamba removal.

Source Sum of Square df Mean Square F-Value p-Value

Model 271.165 20 13.558 103.031 <0.0001
A-Contact time 2.800 1 2.800 21.279 <0.0001

B-Initial concentration 220.691 1 220.691 1677.078 <0.0001
C-Adsorbent dosage 9.130 1 9.126 6.940 0.993

D-pH 0.002 1 0.00284 0.021 0.0431
E-Temperature 0.006 1 0.006 0.052 0.0235

AB 0.005 1 0.005 0.044 <0.0001
AC 0.298 1 0.298 2.271 0.0354
AD 0.294 1 0.294 2.238 <0.0001
AE 0.111 1 0.111 0.849 0.3661
BC 0.151 1 0.151 1.148 0.2949
BD 0.287 1 0.287 2.188 0.1526
BE 0.338 1 0.338 2.569 0.1225
CD 0.026 1 0.026 0.200 0.6585
CE 0.012 1 0.012 0.097 0.7576
DE 0.044 1 0.044 0.335 0.5683

AÂ2 0.257 1 0.257 1.957 0.1750
BÂ2 2.744 1 2.744 20.858 0.0001
CÂ2 0.015 1 0.015 0.121 0.7310
DÂ2 0.001 1 0.001 0.014 0.9058
EÂ2 0.027 1 0.027 0.209 0.6516

Residual 3.026 23 0.131
Lack of Fit 3.026 22 0.137
Pure Error 6.121 1 6.124
Cor Total 274.192 43

R2 0.990
R2adj 0.979

R2pred 0.955

The multivariate interaction between the independent variables that determine the
dicamba adsorption capacity onto MIL-101(Cr) is depicted by the contour and 3D graph of
the RSM plots in Figure 5. The optimum adsorption condition is given as contact time is
25 min, initial concentration 50 mg L−1, adsorbent dosage 20 mg, pH 4 and temperature
40 ◦C. Hence, Figure 5a describes the shared interaction between initial concentration
(5-50 mg L−1) and contact time (5 to 60 min) with other parameters held at optimum
conditions. It can be seen that the adsorption capacity increases with increase in the
concentration of dicamba within a short time. The equilibration time of the adsorption is
reached in ~25 min and remain static with no further changes as the time extends to 1 h.
As the concentration increases, the force on the active and vacant pores of the adsorbent
will be intensified. These values are closely correlated with the experimental (qe) values
and calculated (qe) values of the kinetics model. The interaction between pH and time
was also studied by varying the pH from 2 to 12, as shown in Figure 5b. Hence, when
the pH is low (2 to 6), the solution of the herbicide will move to the anionic form, causing
it to be negatively charged due to deprotonation, resulting to a positively charged MIL-
101(Cr) surface [30]. This causes an electrostatic interaction to take place, resulting in a
high removal capacity due to the attraction of the negatively charged molecule with a
positive surface of the adsorbent. An increase in the solution pH value by varying the
range from 7 to 12 results in a negative charge surface of the MIL-101(Cr) thus, hindering
the electrostatic interactions to take place that lead to reduction in the adsorption capacity.
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This can be caused by the strong competition for active vacant sites between the –OH and
the herbicide molecules [37]. Also, when the pH of the solution is higher, some functional
groups comprising of carbonyl and hydroxyl will be in their protonated cationic form,
which retard efficient adoption. The influence of adsorbent dose and contact time on
adsorption capacity is described in Figure 5c. The adsorption increases as the adsorbent
dose increase from 5 to 20 mg. Further increase in the dosage above 20 mg did not result in
a significant change in the adsorption capacity. As such, 20 mg is selected as the optimum
dose for the effective removal of dicamba.
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3.6. Prediction Modeling by ANN

The ANN architecture for this study consists of five predictor variables (contact time,
initial concentration, adsorbent dosage, pH, and temperature), eight hidden neurons and
one output (dicamba adsorption capacity, qe (mg g−1)). Several topologies were trained,
tested, and validated based on the trial and error approach to learn the pattern of the data
for accurate prediction. The 5-8-1 topology developed after series of trial (Figure 6) gave
the best prediction with good correlation with the experimental values, and R2 = 0.999,
R2adj = 0.992 and RMSE = 0.053 as described in Table 5.
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Table 5. Optimum conditions for designing the ANN prediction architecture.

Training Testing Validation

Numbers Neurons R2 R2adj RMSE R2 R2adj RMSE R2 R2adj RMSE

1 [3] 0.992 0.988 4.774 0.966 0.951 3.012 0.988 0.901 2.930
2 [4] 0.994 0.991 1.512 0.984 0.975 0.431 0.984 0.954 2.270
3 [5] 0.987 0.975 0.958 0.990 0.983 1.011 0.991 0.986 0.824
4 [6] 0.991 0.977 0.973 0.987 0.981 0.621 0.986 0.911 0.716
5 [7] 0.993 0.991 0.403 0.991 0.980 1.006 0.984 0.972 0.531
6 [8] 0.999 0.992 0.053 0.998 0.996 0.033 0.994 0.988 0.043
7 [9] 0.995 0.991 0.061 0.993 0.988 1.210 0.996 0.941 0.094
8 [10] 0.998 0.981 0.166 0.995 0.992 0.922 0.992 0.987 0.428
9 [5 5] 0.988 0.985 0.975 0.977 0.969 0.221 0.988 0.930 0.807

10 [5 7] 0.983 0.980 0.392 0.981 0.980 1.861 0.990 0.906 0.278
11 [6 7] 0.982 0.972 0.866 0.980 0.971 1.901 0.983 0.966 0.081

3.7. Evaluation of the Prediction Performance of RSM and ANN Model

The RSM and ANN were used to model and predict the dicamba adoption capacity
unto MIL-101(Cr). The results obtained from both models are in good agreement with the
experimental findings in Table 6, but the ANN model performs better in comparison with
the RSM. In every experimental condition selected in studying the adsorption process, the
ANN model showed a better prediction with a high level of significance as well as validated
the experimental results. The ANN has R2 = 0.999, R2adj = 0.992 and RMSE = 0.053, while
for RSM, R2 = 0.990 and R2adj = 0.979. Less error is observed in the ANN model than the
RSM. This is due to the fact that the ANN mimics the nervous system of the human by
understanding the data combination, as well as generalizes the multivariate correlation
between the experimental and the predicted variables.
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Table 6. Comparison between RSM and ANN model for predicting dicamba adsorption capacity.

Contact Time (min) Initial Concentration
(mg L−1) Dosage (mg) pH Temperature (◦C) Experimental

(mg g−1)
Predicted Error Predicted Error

RSM (mg g−1) ANN (mg g−1)

15 20 20 4 30 94.861 91.994 2.867 94.169 0.692
5 10 30 2 35 43.040 44.319 1.279 44.109 1.069
15 20 40 4 30 97.956 93.388 4.568 97.325 0.631
15 20 20 8 30 94.780 92.110 2.670 95.551 0.771
25 40 20 4 30 190.904 194.411 3.507 190.680 0.224
25 10 10 2 35 48.874 48.904 0.030 49.317 0.443
15 20 20 4 45 97.956 96.903 1.053 97.973 0.017
5 30 10 2 35 132.660 133.261 0.601 133.230 0.570
5 30 10 6 25 136.617 136.390 0.227 135.918 0.699
5 30 30 2 25 132.660 136.389 3.729 135.871 3.211
5 10 30 6 35 45.299 39.294 6.005 43.782 1.517
25 10 10 6 35 48.874 50.598 1.724 49.056 0.182
25 30 30 6 35 144.423 153.978 9.555 143.836 0.587
25 30 10 2 35 144.150 143.894 0.256 144.506 0.356
5 10 10 2 25 43.040 44.340 1.300 42.542 0.498
5 30 10 6 35 132.660 135.743 3.083 133.234 0.574
35 20 20 4 30 98.011 97.774 0.237 96.554 1.457
5 30 30 6 35 132.660 133.959 1.299 134.128 1.168
5 30 30 6 25 136.617 132.745 3.872 136.245 0.372
25 10 30 2 25 49.504 49.940 0.436 51.683 2.179
25 30 10 6 35 144.423 146.144 1.721 144.190 0.233
15 20 20 10 30 94.861 92.521 2.340 95.741 0.880
25 10 30 6 25 49.504 47.926 1.578 50.537 1.033
25 10 30 6 35 49.504 51.227 1.723 49.754 0.250
45 20 20 4 30 97.956 96.483 1.473 99.382 1.426
25 20 10 4 40 98.011 94.005 4.006 96.337 1.674
5 10 10 6 25 43.040 38.892 4.148 41.626 1.414
5 10 30 6 25 40.710 33.681 7.029 41.380 0.670
25 30 30 2 35 144.423 144.560 0.137 143.657 0.766
5 30 10 2 25 133.890 137.371 3.481 135.820 1.930
25 30 30 2 25 144.150 152.528 8.378 144.157 0.007
5 10 10 2 35 43.040 47.535 4.495 42.640 0.400
5 30 30 2 35 132.660 134.149 1.489 133.280 0.620
25 30 10 6 25 144.423 142.457 1.966 144.494 0.071
5 10 30 2 25 42.710 40.210 2.500 42.755 0.045
25 10 10 6 25 49.504 48.430 1.074 49.506 0.002
15 20 50 4 30 94.861 95.130 0.269 94.935 0.074
15 20 20 4 30 94.861 91.994 2.867 94.930 0.069
25 50 10 4 40 237.384 230.865 6.519 237.368 0.016
5 10 10 6 35 45.089 46.618 1.529 42.385 2.704
15 10 10 2 25 47.710 47.537 0.173 47.807 0.097
25 30 30 6 25 144.423 158.427 14.004 144.556 0.133
25 30 10 2 25 140.103 143.894 3.791 140.072 0.031
25 20 10 4 35 49.504 43.880 5.624 49.491 0.013
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3.8. Reusability Studies

The feasibility for the repeated removal of dicamba in aqueous medium by MIL-
101(Cr) was evaluated to determine the possibility of regeneration and reuse (Figure 7).
High removal percentage was maintained by the adsorbent after the third cycle (~99.4%).
A small decline in the removal (2, 5, and 6%) is noticed after the fourth, fifth and sixth
cycles, respectively. Nevertheless, the MOF retain > 90% removal efficiency even after the
sixth cycle.
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3.9. Comparison with Different Adsorbents

The adsorption characteristics of several adsorbent materials that were previously
reported for the remediation of dicamba from aqueous medium are summarised in Table 7.
MIL-10(Cr) adsorbent shows more superiority in terms of the surface area that is higher
(1439 m2 g−1), adsorption capacity (237.384 mg g−1), % removal efficiency (99.432%), as
well as fast equilibration time (~25 min). Comparison of reusability is not possible for the
other adsorbents as it is not mentioned in all the earlier studies (Table 7).

Table 7. Comparison of different materials reported for the remediation of dicamba from water.

Adsorbent Surface Area,
(m2 g−1) Concentrations (mg L−1) (%) R Qe

(mg g−1) Equilibrium Time (min) Reuse Ref.

Carbon
nanotubes 600 50 86 21 Not reported Not

reported [38]

Clay material 204 50 80 30 Not
reported [39]

Mesoporous
carbon 876 50 NIL 222 60 Not

reported [40]

Vinyl and
NH2@COF 336 92 13 Not reported Not

reported [41]

MIL-10(Cr) 1439 50 99 237 25 6 This work

4. Conclusions

A detailed evaluation of the optimization and adsorption of dicamba from aqueous
solution was successfully demonstrated by using MIL-101(Cr). The adsorption best fitted
the pseudo-second order kinetics and the Freundlich isotherm. The removal of dicamba
was spontaneous and was endothermic in nature. The RSM and ANN models were
used to optimize and model the adsorption process with a high level of significance.
The shared interaction of the adsorption parameters were studied to understand the
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multivariate impact on the removal process. ANN gave better prediction with the highest
coefficient of determination and minimum error for each studied experimental condition
when compared with RSM. The adsorption capacity of dicamba (qe mg g−1) is in good
agreement with the experimental and calculated qe kinetics values. The MIL-101(Cr)
displayed numerous advantageous features such as fast equilibration (~25 min), high
adsorption capacity (237.384 mg g−1), excellent percentage removal (99.432%) and high
surface area (1439 m2 g-1) when compared to other reported adsorbents. Furthermore,
prospects for reusability were good as the adsorbent retained removal efficiency of 93% even
after the sixth cycle. Commercial exploitation of this adsorbent must focus on production
routes that are not only cost-effective but also environmentally benign.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2227-9
717/9/3/419/s1, Figure S1: (a) Pseudo-second-order kinetics and (b) intraparticle diffusion model
kinetics for dicamba adsorption (Dosage: 20 mg; 40 ◦C; equilibrium time: 25 min, rpm: 150);
Table S1: Isotherm parameters for adsorption of dicamba onto MIL-101(Cr); Table S2: Coded range
for independent variables for the CCD-RSM design matrix.
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